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This paper is concerned with a certain kind of group c~homology ~e~~e~ 
for a group or a group valued functor actng (coherently) on a Picard 
category or on a Picard pseudofunctor, respectively. In order to illustrate this 
for the group case we consider the following example, cf. 
be a group operating on a commutative ring A by ring antomorp~~s~ms~ Then 
G operates (up to natural isomorphisms) on the category Z%(A) of 
projective A-modules of constant rank 1, 
where P 0, A is the scalar extension of P by the action CT: A 4 A of o on A. 
Let %F’“(G, 3%(A)) for n 2 0 denote the category of all maps 
G” + C&(3%(A)). The formula for the coboun ary ~~erat~~ of gro 
cohomology gives rise to a sequence of functors 
0 --t sFO(G, 9%(A)) --t . . * WyG, ,3%(A)) -+ szn+ ‘(G, 3%qA)) --f s ~ I
from which one obtains abelian groups N”(G, T%(A)), n 1 0, anal 
cohomology groups. In case G is finite and A a Gaiois extension of 
one has [S, Sect. 51 
‘(6, T%(A)) N Pit(R), 
where the latter denotes the Brauer group of A 
general results appeared in [23, Theorems 5.2 an 
open question, cf. Zelinsky 126, pi 961, how the next group, H3(G, 2%(A)>, 
can be interpreted. The motivation for this paper was to give an an 
this question in terms of categories with group structure. Note that 
[S] was able to compute H3(G, 9%(A)) for some special 
describe the content of the paper in more hietail; it consists 
the first two of which are preliminary to the third; the s 
section strongly rely on the coherence theorems of [XI] w 
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in order to make the present paper possible. In 
morphisms between complexes of categories wi abehan group structure. 
y pseudofunctors and Bicard pseu nctors Top + C& over a 
In Section 1 the actual purpose of the paper for a s ecial case is realized. 
We consider a group G and a category & endowed with a coherent G- 
odule structure in the sense of 1201. We define cohomology groups 
“(Gs J@‘) IZ 2 0, by a “cochain complex” 
where @‘(G, &) is the category of all maps G” + b(.d). The purpose of 
Section I is the interpretation of H3(G, d) as a group of equivalence classes 
of certain extensions of the form 
where 9? is a category with a coherent group structure. If ~8’ is a discrete 
category so that ~8 = A is a G-module in the usual sense, then 
H3(G, d’) = H”(G, A) an d our result reduces to the well known isomorphism 
*(G,A) cz Ext(G, A), cf. Eilenberg-Mac Lane [5]; actually our w 
exposition will use modifications of definitions and constructions centered 
around that isomorphism. We note that Duskin [4] as a consequence of his 
work on the second cohomology of a group in a topos has obtained an 
interesting new interpretation of this isomorphism. 
Our actual point of view, however, is not H2 but H3; given a G-module A 
we can consider the category & with a single object and with morphisms the 
elements of A; then we have 
H”(G, d) N H”(G, A), n 2 0. 
Thus our result also contains as a special case an interpretation of the thir 
cohomology group of an arbitrary G-module A. Other interpretations can 
found in [5, 12, 131. 
In Section 2 we generalise the result of Section B to a more general 
situation depending on a fixed category T. This is necessary for i~cludi~g 
also the algebraic examples of [24,25,22], where we may take T as the 
(opposite of the) category of commutative algebras over a commutative sin 
or as the category of sheaves over a site. A generalization of the cohomoiogy 
groups of Yokogawa [24,25] and a new definition of the cohomology 
groups of [22] are given in Subsections 2.6 and 2.7 at the end of the paper. 
Apart from this we give an alternative ~o~stru~~~ou of Takeuchi’s 
homomorphism of [ 171 in Subsection 2.3. 
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Instead of a group G in Section 2 we fix a group valued functor S on Top 
and instead of the Picard category &’ we consider a pseudofunctor 
W Top -+ Cat 
endowed with a coherent “S-module structure;” the definition of such an S- 
module taking its values in Picard categories is given in Subsection 2.1. We 
then define cohomology groups H”(S, 2I) by a “cochain complex” 
O-iT(e,Vl)+ . ..~(S”.‘U)-+~(S”+‘,‘U)t.,. 
where T(S”, ?I) denotes the category of pseudofunctor morphisms S” + 2l. 
The main result of Section 2 (and of the whole paper) is the description of 
H3(S, ?I) as a group of equivalence classes of extensions 
where a is a Picard pseudofunctor from Top to Cat. It is not difficult to 
describe also the categories of I-cocycles and 2-cocycles of S in ‘u in the 
usual sense of group cohomology [5, I, (3.0), (3.1)]; this is left to the reader. 
NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS. First we recall from [20] that a “group 
structure” on a category 97 is given by functors 
A:~xX~-f, I&g+@‘, o:SF-+_t, 
and natural isomorphisms aa, e, P, ;,g; here I, is the constant functor for a 
“neutral object” I= I, of g, and the components of the natural 
isomorphisms are of the form 
LZ:(PAQ)AN+PA(QAN), e:P AI-tP, pe:IAP+P, 
i:PAPO-+I, &PO AP+I, 
for objects P, Q, NE %?w; the group structure is called abelian if there is also 
given a natural transformation C: P A Q + Q A P. We usually write PQ 
instead of P A Q for objects P, Q E %Y. Observe that every morphism in 0 is 
necessarily an isomorphism since the components of the a, e, f, i,~ are 
isomorphisms (use the naturality of i and the fact that for each P E SF the 
translation functor (-) A P: g --f $9 is an equivalence). 
For a category with group structure 59 we denote by 5? ’ the group of 
isomorphism classes of objects of @‘, and by @Y* the group Aut(I,) of @- 
automorphisms of I,. If the group structure on @ is coherent (and abelian) 
we call %Y a (symmetric) Picard category, hereby following a similar notation 
of [ 1, Exp. XVIII, p. 411. The trivial Picard category has only one object 
and one morphism. A functor I? %? -+ g between categories with group 
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structure is called a homomorphism if it is supplied with natural transfor- 
mations 
4: TQ) --f r(P) T(Q), d:T(I,)-,P,, 
K: IyFO) 4 I-(fy, P,g?Eg', 
compatible with the a e of ~ and ~ are , abtii;Lj [2O,K P lk(D.5>1; if the group strucm-es 
3 we also require compa~~bi~~ty with C~ 
[20, II, (D. 12)]. 
We write Ens, Ab, Gr, and Cat respectively for the categories of sets, 
(abelian) groups, and categories which are elements of a fixed universe. A 
category is called discrete if it contains only identities. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
8.1. The Cohomology Sequence 
We recall and extend here some of the facts of [ 19 ]. Consider a complex 
of categories with abelian group structure 
as defined in [ 19, (1 l)] with given natural transformations 2: 66 + 1. e are 
interested in the cohomology groups of the complex, H”(g), defined as 
follows. Let Y”(SF), IZ > 0, be the category of n-pseudococycles of (1); these 
are the pairs (P,g), where P E e8 and g: 6(P) -rd is a gB+,-morphism with 
the appropriate morphisms (loose fibre product). P”“(G’) contains the fuiz8i 
subcategory X”(g) of n-cocycles, i.e., of those pairs (P9 g> for which 
I n+zL)s(s(P))~6(~,+l)-E,4,_2 
is the identity of lz+z, the neutral object of gn + 2. The category B”(SF) has a 
natural abelian group structure induced by that of @a and the group Z’(F) 
of isomorphism classes of objects of Z”(SF) contains as a subgroup the set 
“(g) of elements represented by objects of the form 
We define H”(F) to be Zn(‘FT)/Bn(‘Z), n > 0, with B’(F) = 0. 
For the abelian groups 527: and 5F’f = Aut(1,) there are two complexes 
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induced by (l), and by [ 191 there is an exact cohomology sequence of the 
form 
This sequence is of considerable interest in the algebraic examples because of 
the intrinsic interpretations of the low dimensional H”(SF)‘s, see, e.g. [g-11, 
14, 21-261. 
Define a morphism (0, p) of the complex (1) into another such complex 
-pp,-Ldl~ .** dn --Ldntl~ . . . 
to consist of homomorphisms 9,: %$--f J$ and coherent [19] natural 
transformations 
/3n:64J,+0,+1~6, n 2 0, 
such that the following diagram commutes for all it 2 0: 
660 nS(4!,SOn+lB-LOn+2S8 
x 
I i 
@Lx) (2) 
I 
1 
n-b2 i @n+Jn+2 
PROPOSITION 0.1. The morphism (0, p) induces a homomorphism 
between the derived cohomology sequences, i.e., it induces a commutative 
diagram 
1 +H’($FZ”) + *.. H”(sq + H”(@+) --t Hn+2(g*) -+ a** 
81 
I 
0” 
I 
0, 
I 
brtz 
1 
(3) 
1 +H’(&/“) --f *.* W(sd) + H”(sa’) -i w++d*) -+ ..* 
where the group homomorphisms 6, are bijective if each functor 0, : gn + &, 
is an equivalence. 
ProoJ It is clear that passing to the isomorphism classes yields a 
homomorphism of complexes (SF’,‘), -+ (d,‘), and therefore group 
homomorphisms H”(@‘) -+ H”(&+). There also results a homomorphism 
of complexes 19: (SF?,*), -+ (&,*),, where 8, : Aut(lEP,) --t Aut(lJE) maps any 
u: IF, --f Ig, to the composition 
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To construct H”(GF) --t Nn(~) first observe that the fun&or 
carries the subcategory +Z”(GY) into %“(&‘) as follows easily from the 
commutativity of (2). Hence we get a homomorphism between the cocycle 
groups Z”(V) + Z”(&‘). But this takes the coboundary group “(Gq to 
B”(d) beeause p,_, : SO,-,(Q)+ O,S(Q) for QE 5FEP1 defines a 
morphism 
in Z”(d) as (2) says immediately. Hence we get indeed a homomorphism 
from H”(F) to H”fL&) and it is easy to see that (3) is commutative. If each 
functor 0, : Ffi 3 J$ is an equivalence we certainly have N”(E +) = AP(M +) 
and Hn(g *) N H”(&*); but this implies HI”(P) ‘v EP(&) by the five- 
lemma. 
The complexes to be considered in this paper will be constructed from 
coherent sequences 
0 4 g, 2 %-?r 3 sg . . . ) 041~d2~d3 .‘. 
as defined in [ 18, Sect. 31. Thus we shall have 
where d, ,..., d, are the given homomorphisms from gn to GF,,+ 1 and from dfl 
to x+1, respectively. Since g0 = 0 and 6: 0 + g, is the trivial 
homomorphism we shall have H’(g) 5: H’(@*). Suppose now that there is a 
family of homomorphisms 0, : gn + J?p, and natural transformations 
satisfying the coherence conditions of [20, III, Sect. 5]. The yi’s give rise to 
natural transformations 
by a canonical construction. Then we conclude by 120, 
diagram (2) must be commutative. Hence we obtain by the previous 
proposition a homomorphism between the derived cohomology sequences. 
We shall call the family (O,, vi) an equivalence if each fun&or 8,! is an 
equivalence. 
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0.2. Pseudofunctors and Picard Pseudofunctors 
Let T be a nonempty category. The notion of a pseudofunctor 
3: Top -+ Cat was introduced in [6] and studied subsequently by many 
authors. We require here the associated natural transformations of 5 to be 
isomorphisms. Explicitly, a pseudofunctor 5: Top --f Cat in our sense consists 
of the following data: 
(a) for each U E T an B(U) E Cat, and for each T-morphism g: V-t U 
a functor g*: S(U) -+ s(V), 
(b) for each pair of T-morphisms h: W-t V, g: V-t U a natural 
isomorphism qg,h : h * o g* + (g 0 h)* satisfying 
r.fg,m I3 h”hf,,PN = ~f,ghW o %,h(f*(pN 
for all f: U-t T in T and P E S(T), 
(c) for each U E T a natural isomorphism vu: id+ Idd5(m such that 
V&id,(P) = vY(g*P))~ rlidu,g(p) =g*(lldp)) 
for all P E s(U) and g: V-t U in T. 
We write T for the category of all pseudofunctors Top + Cat; f is actually 
a 2-category. A l-cell R 5 + (5 of 7 consists of the following data: 
(a) for each UE T a functor r,: s(U) + E(U), 
(b) for each T-morphism g: V-t U a natural isomorphism 
+g* ~ru-‘rvog* required to be compatible with the q’s of 5 and C? in 
an obvious sense [20, III, (24)]. 
A 2-cell a: T--F d between i-morphisms r, n : ?j -+ C is a family of natural 
transformations czU : r, + li U, U E T, with the property that 
for each T-morphism g: V+ U and P E i”j(U). The various compositions of 
the l- and 2-cells in 7 are defined obviously. 
By considering each set as a discrete category a functor Ens --f Cat is 
defined which when composed with a functor Top + Ens yields an object of 
y. Thus we have embeddings 
where ‘i denotes the category of functors Top -+ Ens and where T+ f is 
defined by S H T(--, S). Our next aim is to prove a kind of Yoneda lemma 
for pseudofunctors, cf. [7, I, (2.2)]. 
Let S E T, 5 E i and view S as an object of i. 
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PRoPosIaroN 0.2. The functor V: ?(S, 8) + S(S), r H rs(ids), wkEch 
assigns to each morphism a:T-aA of f(S, 5) tr%e mo~p~~s~ 
a,(id,): f’,(id,) + A,(id,) is an equivalence. 
ProoJ: We wish to defme a quasi-inverse functor A: g(S) + ?(S, 5). For 
this let B E S(S) and define 
I-,: T(U, S) -+ B(U), l-,(s) = s*(P), u E T. 
Setting-u:(s) = q,,,(P) for each g: Y -+ U in T and s E T(U, 5’) we obtain in 
fact a T-morphism r: S --t 5; put r = A(P) and 
A(a)&) = s*(a), sET(U,S), UET, 
for each S(S)-morphism a: P-t Q. There is a natural isomorphism 
m:VoA-,Iddetinedby wtp = q,(P): id,yP) -+ P for P E G(S). On the other 
hand, for an arbitrary T-morphism I? S-, 5 the morphisms 
a :(id,): s*(r,(id,)) -+ F,(s), sET(U,S),UET, 
form a natural isomorphism A o V + Id, and this completes the proof. 
By a Picard pseudofunctor 5: Top --t Cat we mean a pseudofunctor With 
the following additional structure: 
(a) each S(U), U E T, is a Picard category, 
(bj for each T-morphism g: V --f U the functor g* : S(U) --) g(Y) is a 
homomorphism of Picard categories and the natural isomorphisms lj7g,h and 
vu are coherent. 
We remark that the latter can be restated by saying tha% the product 
functors A: s(U) X iJ(u) + s(U) together with the morphis_ms t(g”>: 
g*(P A Q) -+ g*(P) A g*(Q) form a morphism A: ‘8 X 8 --f 8 in T. 
The Picard pseudofunctors Top --t Cat form a 2category which we denote 
by igr. A l-cell I’: iJ + E in igr in Tgr is a i-morphism such that ail 
r,: SW) --f q-4 are homomorphisms of Picard categories and all tig: 
g*lp, -+ rv g* are coherent [20]. A Z-cell a: r-+ A in jg* is a 2-cell in 7 such 
that all aU: r,,-tA, are coherent. 
Pf the categories G(U) are symmetric Picard categories and if the g” also 
respect the commutativities, then we call 5 an abelian Picard pseudofunctor; 
these form a 2-category denoted by Tab. There are natural embeddings 
Tg’ -, fgr --) fgr, -/-ab --, fm5 3 Tab 
where fer (resp. 7”“) is the category of functors To’ --7‘ GB. (resp. To +Ab) 
and TgT (resp. Tab) is the category of (abelian) groups in T. 
Let j’j E ‘i and U E 7 gr. For each U E T the category .3%@(U), 3(U)) of 
functors from G(U) to ‘?I(U) becomes a Picaxd category with “pointwise*’ 
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operations. Moreover, we can give f(%, 3) the structure of a Picard category 
such that each functor 
P,: : Qs, 3) + I ~ct(iJ(Q flu(U)), f - f,, U E T, 
becomes a strict homomorphism; for g: V+ U in T the natural transfor- 
mations ua of f A A, I, and f” in f(3, ‘II) are defined as 
g*(f, A /IL’) -A g”f, A g”A [;)Li:fl,g* A A,g”, 
For any f-morphism r: % + 8 the functor 
f(& 3) + ip, U), ‘4 k+ ‘4 0 r, 
is a strict homomorphism. If 2I is an abelian Picard pseudofunctor then 
f(3, %) is a symmetric Picard category. 
For a group valued functor S on Top WC shall define in Section 2 the 
notion of an S-module Yl E iah; our object is to introduce cohomology 
groups H”(S, U), n > 0, and to interpret H3(S, VI) by extensions of S by U in 
?I’. For ease of exposition, however, we first study in Section 1 the situation 
for a fixed U E T considering only a single group G = S(U) operating on a 
single Picard category .d = ‘B(U). 
1. COHOMOLOGY FOR CATEGORIES WITH G-MODULE STRUCTURE 
1.1. Definition of the Cohomology Groups H”(G, 9’) 
Throughout this Section G denotes a group and d a category with a 
coherent left G-module structure 1201. Thus ~4’ is a symmetric Picard 
category, each u E G acts as a homomorphism 
on $4, and there are natural transformations 
r, ~ : (PT)” --f P“=, c: P’ --t P, PEd, 
u, r E G, satisfying the coherence conditions of [20]. The latter implies, 
roughly speaking, that an .d-morphism generated by the operations 
A, O, 0, -I, and u E G from the components of the a, P, C, i, t(a), c, 6 is 
uniquely determined; we shall call such morphisms “canonical.” 
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Let V”(G, ,d). n 2 0, be the symmetric Picard category Zct(G”, ,u’): 
where G” = G x ... X G is considered as a discrete category. Thus the 
objects of V’“(G, .&) are the maps P: G” -+ Ob(.d) and a morphism a: P + Q 
is a family of .d-morphisms a “,,,,.,“” : P(al ,.... G,) -+ Q(G, . . . . . G,,). There are 
functors 
d (,““, d,, . * : V”(G. .M’) + F”. ‘(G, .d), n 2 o1 
detined by d,(P)(a ,..... CT,,- ,) = P(u, ,..., G,~. ,)“11 d,(P)(a, ,...) CT,. ,) = 
P(G , ,..., UiUi+ I? . . . . G,,- ,), 1 5 i 5 & and d, i ,(P)(G~ ,.... Gn. ,) = f'(al . . . . . 0,) 
for ail 0, . . ..$ on- 1 E G and objects P E p”(G. .d) with the same formulae for 
the morphisms. 
Each d, ,..., d,,- , is a strict homomorphism, and we also define d, to be a 
homomorphism by taking the (Us,..., un- ,)-components of d(d,) to be the 
corresponding components of t(a,). Define the natural transformations 
aij:dpdj+ dj,,odi, i$j, 
by ai.j=id for 0 <j and a”*,(P) “,,,.,.,,“-* =r, ,,,” I(P(~3....,G,+2)) for a:i 
PE V”(G..d) and u ,,..., u,. z E G. From this we get a complex of 
symmetric Picard categories 
with 6=d,r\(d~r\(d,r\...AdjP1, ) ... ): the coherence theorem for .d 
implies that this complex satisfies the coherence condition (1 1.3) of [ !9 j. 
The resulting cohomology sequence is of the form 
-+ H”(G> &‘*) + H”(G, d) + H” ‘(G. .d’- )--+ ..a 
where H”(G? .d*) and H”(G, .d -) are the usual cohomology groups of the 
G-modules .d” and .d T1 while the definition of the groups H”(G, .ti) is as 
in Sub-section 0.1. Observe that we have made a dimension shift by starting 
our complex with the trivial Picard category 0. This impiies that 
H’(G, 2) I Ho@, .d*) = .d’*“. The main reason for doing this comes 
from the following remark. 
Remark. Call a G-module structure on a category strict if the natura! 
transformations a, c,...) [ are identities. An easy modification of ! 18, Th. 1.1 i 
(see also 13 I). yields an equivalence between the abelian category of ail G- 
module homomorphisms and the category of small categories with strict G- 
module structure; for a G-module homomorphism g iet .z’, denote the 
corresponding category. Then it can be shown that the flnctor 
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g H H”(G, z&‘~), ~5 0, is the nth derived functor of the left exact functor 
g t-+ Ker( g)” = Jg”“. 
Before proceeding to the interpretation of fl(G, &‘) we consider the 
following example. Let A be a commutative ring and 9%(A) the category of 
invertible A-modules. Any homomorphism h of A into a commutative ring B 
induces a scalar extension functor 
and this is a homomorphism where k(h*) is defined obviously. Furthermore, 
we have natural isomorphisms 
qg,h:g*.h*+(goh)* and qA : id:+ Id 
where g is a homomorphism from B into another commutative ring. Suppose 
now that G operates on A by ring automorphisms from the left. Then we can 
associate with each CJ E G the homomorphism 
u * : 3%(A) --t 9ic(A ), o*(P)=PO,A, 
defined by the action u: A -+ A of u on A. If we further put r,,, = v,,, and 
5 = va then these data define indeed a coherent G-module structure on 
Yic(A). We shall later generalise this example. 
1.2. Innterpretation of H3 (G, xf’) 
We may identify the category of 3-pseudococycles of G in &, 9’(G, d), 
with the category of all pairs (P,,,, cp,,,,,), where P,,,, o, r E G, is a family 
of d-objects and (P~,%,~ a family of &-morphisms of the form 
v, o,z,p : p:,, A P,,T, -+ p,,, A pow 
(corresponding canonically to a morphism g: s(P)-+ 1). A morphism 
CL: (P, q) --f (Q, w) in Y3(G, ~8’) is a family of &‘-morphisms CZ~,~ : P,,, + Q,,, 
such that 
We write 2C3(G, &‘) for the category of 3-cocycles of G in &. An object 
(p, v’).of Y’(G, 4 is contained in 2C3(G, &) if and only if the diagram 
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commutes for all CJ’, r p, v E G (where we have omitted some canonical 
morphisms); this means that for the corresponding g : 6(P) -+ I the mor 
6(g) is trivial in the sense of section 0.1. 
We now define for a fixed object P = (P,,,, p,,,,,) of Y’(G, d) a certain 
category with group structure, ap, by modifying the construction of a 
crossed product of groups. We fix some formal symbols I,, D E G, and 
define the objects of gp to be the formal products Pa, with P E &’ and 
c E G; the morphisms of the category are of the form 
gI, : PI, -+ QI,, , o E 6, 
with g: P-p Q a morphism in ~2; the composition is induced by that of .&‘, 
The operations of the group structure on 6Z?p are defined by 
for all objects P, Q E JS’ and analogously for the morphisms: 
~1~ A /?I, = ((a A /3”) A 1) I,,, and aIs = ((r” A I)“-‘1,_, _ Next let the 
associativity morphism LZ: (PI,,QI,) NIP --t PI,(QI,NID) be a’IgT,, , where LZ’ 
is canonically defined by q;,:,,. To define the natural transformations a and 
tp of the group structure we use the morphisms 
obtained from o,,r,r and ~),,r,~ as in [20, III]. The morphisms 1 A 7; i and 
1 A /3, when composed with canonical morphisms give rise to 
e’: (P(P~,l)“) P,,, + P and f’: (Py,,P’)P,,, + P, 
Take then z : PI, A I -+ PI,, and p: I A PIV + PI0 to be 8 ‘1, and Ip’HU ~ Next 
put i: PI0 A PI:-+ I equal to i’1r, where 6” is canonical. Finally, let 
j: PI: A PI, + I be 8’1,) where i’ is canonically defined by the composition 
Thus we have a group structure on the category gp; we call gp t 
crossed product of G by ~8 with the factor set P, 
PROPQSITION 1.1. The crossed product g, of G by JZ? with a factor set 
P E Y3(G,d) is coherent relative to a, 1) /, i,g’ &f and only if P is a 3 
cocycle, i.e., ty and only if P is contained in -X3(6, ,Ip). 
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ProoJ It is not difficult to see that the pentagonal diagram for a in LVp is 
commutative if and only if the diagram (4) for P commutes. But the 
commutativity of (4) implies by [20, III, 1.11, that the qU,z,p’s are compatible 
with the structure morphisms of J& under the operations A, ‘, 0, -l, and 
CJ E G. Therefore also both of the other coherence conditions are satisfied, 
namely,~A1=(1A~)o*tand~o(;A1)=~o(1A~)oa. Q.E.D. 
We assume in the following P E Z3(G, d) so that ap is a Picard 
category. Consider the full and faithful functor 
It is a homomorphism of Picard categories where t(z): z(PQ) --t z(P) z(Q) for 
P, Q E S? is defined obviously. Furthermore, we have a homomorphism 
where G is viewed as a discrete Picard category. For objects P E JS? and 
X = Q1, E gp, we now deline a L9p-morphism 
yp,* : x A z(P) + z(PO”) A x 
by the following commutative diagram where II means canonical morphism: 
Q(PP;,J P,,,I,- QP”(P:,J “P,,&* QP”P:,,P,,,I, 
LEMMA 1.2. For all objects P,Q E ~2 and X,YE gp the following 
diagrams are commutative where q(X) = (I and e(Y) = z: 
z(P A Q) t z(P) A z(Q) -% z(Ql) A z(P) 
I(C) 
I I 
L(5) Al 
z(Q A P> 
t 
+ z(Q) A G’j 
XAYAz(Q)-‘-z(Q”‘)AXAY 
(5) 
(6) 
X A z(Q=) A Y- z((Q=)“) AX A Y 
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X A z(P) A z(Q) 5 
Put X = MI,, Y = AJI= with WI E STY and interpret (S)-(7) 
re we have omitted some associativ morphisms) as diagrams in ~4; 
then the assertion follows immediately from the coherence t 
120, III, 1.11. 
Consider now a 2T3(G, &)-morphism a: P + Q with Q = ( 
We associate with a a homomorphism of Picard categories 
which as a functor is the identity on the underlying categories and for whicn 
40 qpI, A QI,) -+ WIJ A qQr,>, P,QEd, 
is equal to (1 A ao,r) I,, : (PQ”) P,,,I,, --p (PQ”) There is a 
coherent natural transformation 
defined by v, = (1, A ay,i)1, for all P E d’. From [2O,TIB, 1..2], we obtain 
immediately 
LEMMA 1.3. For all P E d and XE G?Jp ~~~~o~l~wi~g diagr 
commutative where o = 8(X): 
w A W) -2 r(l(P”) X) --L II A I-(X) 
t 
i I 
u Al 
l-(X) A l-z(P) 2 r(X) A z(P) ---% l(F) A T 
The preceding considerations lead us now to the following d~~~~tion of an 
extension of G by AZ’. By an extension of G by J& we mean a icard 
category ~22 together with two homomorphisms 
and a natural transformation 
yp,x : X A z(P) + z(Pe”) A X, PE”d,XE9, 
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satisfying the following conditions: (a) the functor I is full and faithful and 0 
is surjective, (b) 19(z(P)) = 1 for all P E &‘, and each X E g with 6’(X) = 1 is 
isomorphic to an object of the form z(P) with P E .M, (c) the morphisms ap,x 
make the diagrams (5~(7) commutative. 
Define a morphism (r, v): CS -+ 9 between extensions of G by s&’ to 
consist of a homomorphism l? g + S with r 0 0 = 8 and a coherent natural 
transformation v: I’0 I@-’ z9 making the diagram (8) commutative for all 
P E &’ and X E 9 with O(X) = o. In this way we get a category, gxt(G, J), 
where the compositon is defined by the rule (II, ,u) 0 (r, v) = (/i o r, p 0 II(v)). 
For an example consider a commutative algebra A over a commutative 
ring R; then there is an extension 
3%(A) -+ 3%,(A) -+ Aut,(A) 
where 3%,(A) is the category of invertible A-bimodules over R, cf. 
[2, p. 751. This extension is equivalent to the trivial crossed product. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let (T, v): g + 9 be a morphism in Zxt(G, sf). Then the 
underlying functor E C9 --t 9 is an equivalence and there exists a morphism 
(A, ,zz): 9 + CS in &?xt(G, _,P). 
Proof. Let E: r(X) --$ r(Y) b e an arbitrary morphism in 9 with 
X, YE ~3. Put u = 19(x) = O(Y) and choose a pair of kd-morphisms 
a: x-t z(P) A I,, p: Y+ z(Q) A IO 
with P, Q E & and 1, E C9. Then E induces via v, and vc an &‘-morphism 
y: P -+ Q and it is easy to see that 
p-'(z(y) A I,) a: x-t Y 
is the unique @-morphism which is mapped to E under r. Furthermore, a 
routine verification shows that each Sobject is isomorphic to an object of 
the form r(X) with XE @. Thus r is an equivalence and we can choose a 
quasi inverse functor II: 9 + ~3 with natural isomorphisms m : n or+ 
Id,, ez:roA+Id~ satisfying T(m) = +V and /i (KS) = M. Then there are 
unique @-morphisms t: d (XY) -+ II(X) /i(Y) for X, Y E 9 such that 
is equal to m(XY), and A endowed with these morphisms becomes a 
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homomorphism of Picard categories, cf. [ 16, .69]. Next define pp: 
AzS(P) -+ z,(P) for P E J such that 
is equal to &(1,(P)); this yields a coherent natural tr~sformat~o~ 
p:A 0 zg-+ tg, and (A, ,u): A3 -+ a is indeed a morphism in &t(G, J@‘). 
LEMMA 1.5. For each extension 23 of G by d’ t~e~~~~~w~ng ~iagr~~~ 
are commutative for all P, Q E d’ and X E g with CT = (3(X): 
l(P) Xl(Q) I 
IA? 
I 
t-1 Al 
z(P) l(Q”) X = l(PQ”) X llol?l l(Q”P) X 
(9) 
IA l(Q) --L l<Ql> A 1 XAI = XAE(I) L l(.?“) A x 
I 
f 
I i 
L(3) Al e 
1 
1 L(1) Al (IO) 
l(Q) 6 z(Q)AI x J-f- IAX e l(1) AX 
Xz(PQ) - Xz(QP) z I(( 
l/l.! 
I ! 
I(d) Al 
XlP> l(Q) L?x l(P”) Xl(Q) 9, l(QU) l(P”) X 
/ 
l/It 
1 
F 
Xz(PQ) --f+ l((PQ)“) XtloA? z(P”) z( 
412) 
ProoJ The commutativity of these diagrams (where we have omitted 
some brackets again) follows by routine calculations from the commutativity 
of (5~(7). For example, (9) follows from (6) with XY replaced by I 
together with (5) A X, and the commutativity of the first diagram of (IO) 
follows from (6) with Y = I,. 
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The previous considerations on S’(G, _pP) can now be summarized by 
saying that there is a functor 
which maps a morphism a: P -+ Q to the earlier defined (r, v): ‘B,-t go. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. For each extension ka = (g, I, 0,~) of G by ~2 there 
exists an object P E X3(G, -Pe) and a morphism (I’, v): CSp-+ g in 
gxt(G, ~6’). 
Proof: Choose for zs E G an 1, E !B with B(I,) = CJ, and for u, r E G a 
P,,, E & and a @-morphism ,zzu,,, : I, A I, -+ z(PO,,) A I,,. Using that 
I: ~2 -+ ka is full and faithful we obtain unique &‘-morphisms 
making the following diagram commutative: 
MI, 3 LZR,,) I,, ?A1 ’ ZPZ,P) IJ*p 
PA1 I I 
1AU 
z(Pu,J IJ, -J-3 z(P,,,P,,J IO,, - ~(P:,pPo,rJILw * 
This gives us an object P = (P,,,, q,,,,,) of 9’(G, J). The 
commutativity of the pentagonal diagram for the associativity morphisms of 
93 applied to the objects I,, I,, I,, , I, implies by an elementary verification 
that diagram (4) is commutative, i.e., that P is contained in Z3(G, ,?p). 
Consider now the functor 
which maps a morphism al, to z(a) A 1. There are D-morphisms t(T): 
I’(PI, QI,) --f T(PIJ I’(QI,) making the diagram 
z((PQ"> PA L to z(P) I, A z(Q) I, 
&Al 
I 1 
lAgA 
VQ") @,,J I,, - @Q") I,& 
commutative where the morphism on the right is defined by 
y: I,z(Q) --f z(QO) I,. It follows then from the definition of the morphisms 
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v (i,S,p using Eemma 1.5 that (r, t(6)) is a homom 
categories. Assume now 1, = I, and P,,, = P,,, = .I, an 
are the obvious morphisms. Then we get a coherent natural t~a~sformati~~ 
v: T 0 ap --P za by defining 
in the natural way. Since the morphisms pr,r,, and a)n,Y,l are canonical it 
follows that diagram (8) commutes. Thus (F, v): ap+ 62 is indeed a 
morphism in &t(G, M’). 
LEMMA 1.7. Let P E Z3(G, A@‘> and F” = P A (S(Q), can> with 
Q E @‘(G, &). Then there exists a morphism (S, v): k%,-, 6ZZp iti JfxtfG, ~4)~ 
Proof. Define the functor C 63~4 gp by taking T(p4,) = P 
r(aI,) = (a A I) I, for all P E & and a E lVIor(&‘). It is then 
define t(T) and v by canonical d-morphisms so that [20, III, 1.11 p 
the commutativity of the corresponding diagrams. 
Let Ext(G, &‘) denote the set of equivalence classes of objects of 
) under the equivalence relation: k% - 9’ if and only if there exists 
m 23 + 9 in gxt(G, &‘). We can now priove: 
THEOREM 1.8. The functor 3’ 3 (6, M’) --t 8xt(G, H’), k+ LPa, induces a 
bijection M3(G, &) 5 Ext(G, ~4) (and this gives the latter a natural abe~ia~ 
group structure). 
IprooJ We already know by Proposition 1.6 that 
is surjective, so that only the injectivity remains to be shown. Thus let 
P=(P,.,p ,,,,,3 and p = (&,,, PO,,,, ) be objects of Z’(G, &) with a 
morphism (S, v): @p --) C2p in ?Zxt(G, A@‘). Set 
with unique objects Q, E AX? for each CY E 6. For P, E d’ define 
E: z(P)(QI,) + PQI, in gp (resp. @e) 
to be the obvious morphism 
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Then we obtain &‘-morphisms a,,, : P,,, Q,, + (Q,Q;) FO,, making the 
following diagram commutative: 
The coherence diagram for r (compatibility of +4(T) with the associativity 
morphisms) implies then after a long but elementary calculation that the 
OL, z’s multiplied by Qz, 
Zj(G, d’). 
define a morphism a: P + p A (S(Q), can) in 
2. GROUP COHOMOLOGY FOR PICARD PSEUDOFUNCTORS 
2.1. S-Modules in Tab 
We fix a nonempty category T and a group fun&or S: Top -+ Gr. For a T- 
morphism g: V-t U we shall write 
s’ = S(g)(s) = g”(s), s E. S(U). 
We want to carry the definition of an S-module over to pseudofunctors 
where S is a pseudofunctor via the natural embedding 7 + 7 of Subsection 
0.2. Let 3: Top -+ Cat be an abelian Picard pseudofunctor and consider a i- 
morphism 
o:sx’u-+!x. 
Suppose that for each U E T the functor 
0,: S(U) x a(u) --f ‘u(U) 
defines a coherent left S(U)-module structure on a(U) (with associated 
natural transformations t(s), <, and c) such that the following diagrams are 
commutative for all P, Q E ZI(U), s, t E S(U), and T-morphisms g: V-t U 
where we write w for e,“, Ps for S&, P), and t for t(s), t(g*), and t(s’): 
g*((PQ)“> -S g*(PQ)“’ tS’ (g*(P) g*(Q))“’ 
g* (4) 
I I 
t 
g*PQ”) & g*(P”) g*(Q”) 0 g*(P)“’ g*(Q)“’ 
(13) 
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g*ww --L g*(p)“’ OI’ (g*(P)s~)“r 
g*(6) i I b 
g*(P’“) o t g*(Py . 
(“14) 
We shah call such an Cu an S-module in fat’. To a given S-module we 
also have functors %I+, ‘u *: Top + Ab defined by 
‘(U) = group of isomorphism classes of objects of B(U), 
VI*(U) = group of q(U)-automorphisms of IuUI. 
These are S-modules in the usual sense where the -operations are induce 
by the ?-morphism $2: S x 2l --t !!I. 
2.2. ~~~~itiQ~ of the Cohomology Groups M”(S, 3) 
For n > 0 let S” = S X . . I x S (n times), thus So = e the final object of 
(? and)T. Consider the morphisms 
defined by do@, >...> s,+ 1) = (sz,..-, s,+ J, di(s, ye.., sn+~> = (sl 9aoo> sisit I )ee.) 
$,+I) and 4+I(~l,...,Sn+l)= (sl,...,sn) for all (Sag...> sn+r) E S”“(U) and 
UE T. They satisfy the relations 
dj o di = di 0 dj, 1 ) izj. 
To a given S-module VI E Tab we now define a homomorphism of symmetric 
Picard categories 
do : i(Sn, U) -+ i(Y+ ‘, ?I), n 2 0. 
For r E i(S”, 2l) and UE T let do(T)Js, ,...9 s,+ 1) =T&s~,~.~, s,+JI an 
define d,,(T), by the same formula for a morphism a: T 3 A of the category 
?(Sn, a). For a T-morphism g: V+ U let the (s~,.~~~ s,+,)-component of 
ug: g* o d,(T), -+ d,(T), 0 g* be equal to (u:)“; 0 CO, :
.P(~,(~~,..., s,+dS*) --t (g”~&,,..., &+# --f (F,g*“(s,,..., S”,,3)“~ ~ 
Furthermore, for objects r, A E i(S’, !B) take the (sr )..., s,+ ~)-c~rnpo~e~t of 
the T(S’+ I, %)-morphism 
/(do): d,(T A A) + d,(r) A d,,(A) 
to be .t(sr) applied to the object (TU(s2,...9 s,,, 1> A AJs~~~.., s,+ r))“‘. The 
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commutativity of (13) implies immediately that this is indeed a morphism in 
i(S”“, U), and this completes the definition of d,. 
Consider now also the strict homomorphisms 
di : i(Sn, a) --+ ~(S”+ ‘, mu>, r t-, r ’ di, lSiZn+l, 
induced by the morphisms d, ,..., d,,,, : ,Y+’ --) S”. We have a coherent 
natural transformation (x0,0 : d, d, --t d, d, whose components are 
note that the commutativity of (14) says that the CQ,~(T)~ form a morphism 
CZ~,~(T) of the category ?(S”+*, ?I). Taking now oli,j = id for j 2 1 we have 
natural transformations CI~,~: didj + dj+ Idi for all i 5j, and it is clear that 
these satisfy the hexagonal diagram of [18, Sect. 31. Hence we have a 
sequence 
0 -3 i(e, a> 2 i(S, a) 3 f(S”, a> a* * (15) 
of symmetric Picard categories as in [ 181, and the resulting cohomology 
sequence takes the form 
l-tH’(S,~*)-tH’(S,8)-tHO(S,‘U+)jH*(S,~*)-1... 
. ..Hn+l(S.(U)-tH”(S,(U+)jH”+*(S,(U*)j... 
where H”(S, !?I*) and H”(S, at) are the nth cohomology groups of 
the S-modules VI* and 2l+ (and H”(S, VI) N HO(S, a*)). The strict 
homomorphisms 
define a morphism of complexes with /3, = id in the sense of Sub-section 0.1. 
Thus we obtain for each U E T a homomorphism of exact sequences 
. . . j H”(S, u*> + H”(S, U) + H”-‘(S, ?I+> j . . . 
a.- -H”(S(U), %*(U)) + H”(S(U), a(U)) -+ H”-‘(S(U), 3+(U))+ ... . 
Moreover, there are strict homomorphisms F(S, VI) + 9”“(S(U), U(U)), 
P w P,, for the categories of n-pseudococycles, and obviously we have 
PROPOSITION 2.1. An n-pseudococycle P E 9”“(S, ‘?I) is contained in 
X’(S, ‘Ir) if and only ifPu is in Bn(S(U), ?l(U))for all UE T. 
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As an example we shall now give a new and more conceptual foundation 
of the cohomology groups considered by Yokogawa in [24] and 125 ]* Let 
TOP = M, be the category of commutative algebras over a commutative ring 
R. For any A E M, there is an abelian Picard pseudofunctor 
where g*: ‘$3,(U) --+ Q,(Y) is the scalar extension functor by idA @g for all 
g:U+V in M,. Let S:M, + Gr be representable, thus S = Sp(H) where 
Sp(H)(U) is defined as the group of R-algebra bom~morpb~sms 
Suppose now that A E M, is a right H-comodule algebra and consider the 
associated group homomorphisms 
P”: Sp(N)(U) + Aut,(A OR u), 
Each pU defines by the example of Sub-section 1.1 a left Sp(H)( ~~-rno~~~e 
structure on the category 9ic(A OR U). The naturality of p says 
(idA 0 g> 0 p,(s) = P&‘) 0 W 0 g> 
for all g: U+ V in M, and s E Sp(H)(U); hence we may define 
In this way we actually obtain a left module structure 
f2: Sp(N) x Q/j + (83A 
of the group functor S = Sp(H) on the Picard pse~dofu~ctor A as is easily 
seen. Suppose now that H is finitely generated and projective over 
for A = R we have by Yokogawa [25] 
where E(H*) denotes the group of non-commutative H*- 
of R (El-Galois extensions in the notation of 1251). Further 
an El-Galois extension of R, then by Yokogawa 1241: 
ff”(Sp(H), 13,) = Pi@), 
In this case the group H”(Sp(H), VA) 
[9] as will be clear from Proposition 2.7 betow. The con 
Yokogawa’s definition for the coho 
section 2.4, 
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2.3.’ Remark on Takeuchi’s Homomorphism Ext(Sp(H), p”) --t &(A/R). 
In this section we give as another application of the notions and methods 
introduced so far an alternative construction of Takeuchi’s homomorphism 
of [ 171. We still consider the Sp(H)-module VA of the example above and 
preserve the notations introduced there. 
Each category VP,(U) = Yic(A OR U), UE M,, contains the full 
subcategory m,(U) of A OR U-modules of mark A OR U over U in the sense 
of [17, p. 4391. It is easy to see that 
9.3, : M, --t Cat, UN !JJ17,(U), 
is an Sp(H)-submodule of ‘$.JA (the subcategories W,(U) are closed with 
respect to all the considered operations). The inclusion functor i: mm, -+ Sp, 
induces a commutative diagram 
i(Sp(H), mm,) 5 -r(s~(H)~, mm,) & ~L(SP(H)~, mm,) + . .a . 
iI 
I 
i2 
1 
h 
I 
i(Sp(H), Y,x,) -f+ i(Sp(fQ2, VA> --% ‘~(SP(H>~, ‘Q,) -, -.. 
where T = MiP; we omit i, since now Ho of these complexes becomes 
Z’(Sp(H), mm,) and Z2(S~(H), VA), respectively, the second cocycle groups 
of the Sp(H)-modules WA and VA in the sense of Subsection 0.1. Thus we 
obtain from Proposition 0.1 a homomorphism of exact sequences: 
I--) H2(Sp(H), m:I + Z2(S~(H), m,)+ Z’(SP(H), m,+> 
i; 
I 
i2 
I 
il+ 
1 
l--t H2(Sp(H), ‘$,“I + Z2(Sp(H), 13,) + Z’(Sp(H), Pi) 
(16) 
(see also [ 19, Prop. 2.71). Obviously, if is injective; further, since 
it is clear that iz is the identity. Therefore it follows that i, in (16) is 
injectiue. Consider now the group sheaf (relative to the fppf topology) 
,uA : M, --f Ab defined by 
p”(U) = group of units of A OR U. 
’ Added July 1983. See also CR. Acad. Sci. Paris I, 298 (1984), 441-444. 
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Thus pA N vi, and we have a natural action of Sp(H) on ,D’ induced by the 
homomorphisms pu: Sp(H)(U) -+ Aut,(A OR U), U E 
that 
Z’(Sp(H), m732,) = Ext(Sp 
where the latter is the group of isomorphism classes of fppf group sheaf 
extensions of Sp(H) by $ compatible with the given action of Sp(H) on plA. 
For each U E M, there exists an equivalence [ 17, p. 4391 
E, : rm,( v> --f am,a(Sp(u)) 
where KoTT~~(S~(U)) denotes the category of #-torsors over Sp(U) relative 
to the fppf topology. Further, the action of Sp(H) on pA induces a natural 
Sp(H)-module structure on the abeiian Picard pseudofunctor 
f%rs,/ M, 4 Cat, U b &rsfiA(Sp(U)), 
explained in more detail in Section 2.6 below. But the equivalences E, form 
a morphism 
of abelian Picard pseudofunctors where the associated natural transfor- 
mations are defined in an obvious manner. Moreover, it is easy to see that E 
preserves the Sp(H)-action up to a canonical isomorphism. From Section 0.1 
one therefore obtains that E induces an isomorphism 
Z*(Sp(H), %I,) = Z’(Sp(H), %~$,a). 
ut the latter is indeed isomorphic to Ext(Sp(H), ,u’) by 122, Th. 
Now suppose that H is finitely generated and projective as 
and that A is an H-Galois extension of R. Then there is 
isomorphism (cf. [9,24]), 
Z*(Sp(H), p,,) N Br(A 
where f%r(A/R) denotes the Chase-Rosenberg modified Brauer group. This 
isomorphism composed with i, of (16) yields Takeuchi’s injective 
homomorphism 
Ext(Sp(H), ,uA) + %(A 
It is an isomorphism if it of (16) is surjective; for example, this is the case if 
WA(H) = v,(H) and this is what is shown in the proof of [k7, Theorem 5.61. 
481/91/2-14 
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2.4. Dejkition of the Cohomology Groups for Representable S 
Let T have finite products and a final object e, and suppose that 
S: Top -+ Gr is representable by an object of T again denoted by S; hence for 
all U E T: 
s”(u) = T(U, S) x .-. x T(U, S) = T(U, S”), n 2 0. 
We will show that the cohomology groups H”(S, 3) can now be defined 
more easily by a sequence of the form 
O+(u(e)~(u(S)3YI(S*)... . (17) 
For 1 5 i 5 n + 1 define the homomorphism di: 2l(S”) -+ %(Sn+l) of this 
sequence to be dT = Vl(di) where the previous di : S”+ ’ --t S” is now a 
morphism of T. For i = 0 we use the homomorphism 
do : a(r) --f vl(S”+l), P t, d:(P)“‘, 
with 71, E T(Snt ‘, S) the projection into the first component; here the 
components of t(d,) are defined to be t(rcJ 0 t(d$)“‘; observe that T(U, S) is 
a group that acts on VI(U) for every U E T, including U = Sn+‘. Now 
consider for i Zj the natural transformations c?~,~ = r(dj, dj+ 1)-’ o q(dj, dJ 
from d,T 0 dj* to dT+, o df . These give rise to the following natural transfor- 
mations 
ai,j: di o dj+dj+, o di, isj, 
for the sequence (17). For 1 2 i $ j simply let ai,j = c?~,~. Next take 
aoJ, 1 5 j, to be 
udj:, 0 a0,j -c’ : d; d:(P) =I -+ dl++,d$(P)“’ -+ dj*+ ,(d$(P)“‘) 
for P E ‘u(S”). Finally, define qo(P) by the commutative diagram 
d,* (d$ (P)“‘)“’ = ((do* d,f (P))“*)“’ L (d,f d;(P))“‘“’ 
all.0 
I 1 
G:!:2 
d: (47 W’> 
Wdl k (d; d$ (P))“‘“’ 
where 7t2 : S”+ 2 + S denotes the second projection; note that in T(S”+2, S) 
the following holds: 
711odj+l=nl, nl Odo=n2, n1 0 d, = n, . x2 (j 2 1). 
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By the coherence theorem for abelian Picard pseudofunctors [20, III, 4.11 we 
conclude that the lzi,j)s satisfy the coherence conditions of [ 18, Sect. 31. 
The following proposition shows that the sequence (17) yields the same 
cohomology groups as that of Sub-section 2.2. 
$RoPOSITION 2.2. There exists an equivalence (V, y) from the sequence 
(15) of Sub-section 2.2 to the sequence (17) where the (strict) 
homomorphisms 
are the Yoneda equivalences of Proposition 0.2. 
Proox We have to define suitable transformations yr from d, 0 V, to 
V n+ 1 o di : ?(S”, ‘3) + 21(Snt’). For r E ?(S”, 2l) set 
y,(T) = & (idsJnl and yj(T) = &(idsn>, 12 1. - 
Then the commutativity of [20, III, (24)] (compatibility of llr with II) for 
g=d,, h=d,, and g=dj+l, h = di implies that for the yi)s the diagram 
[20: III, (37)] commutes so that (V, y) is coherent. 
2.5. Interpretation of H3(S, ‘3) 
We identify the category X3(S, 21) of 3-cocycles of the complex (15) with 
the category of pairs P = (P, v), where P E i(S”, %) and 
q: d,(P) A d,(P) + d,(P) A d,(P) 
is a morphism of the category ?(S”, Zl); here the components of v, are of the 
form 
qu(s, 4 r): PU(t, r)s A P,(s, tr) -+ P,(s, f> A P&4 r>, 
s, t, r E S(U), UE T, and are assumed to make the diagram (4) of Sub- 
section 1.2 commutative. We shall simply write P,,, for PJs, t) and pis,f,r for 
qU(s, t, r). We now associate with P E Z3(S, %) a Picard pseudofunctor 
BP: Top + Cat. 
For U E T let B,(U) be the crossed product of S(U) by “u(U) with the fslctoh 
set P,. Thus the objects of B,(U) are of the form PI,,, with 
P E B(U), s E S(U), and formal symbols I,,, = I,, and the morphisms are of 
the form a1, : PI, --t Q1, with a: P--t Q in U(U). For a T-morphism g: Y--J U 
define g”: B,(U)-+ B,(v) by 
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with the corresponding r’s induced by those of ‘u. Using the given 
morphisms g*(Q) --f g*(Q)“’ and g*(P,,,) -+ P,,,,, we obtain 
Gr*): g*Ws A Ql,> -+ g*(pI,) A g*<Qr,>> P, Q E WU), 
such that each g*: D,(V) -+ D,(V) is a homomorphism of Picard categories 
and the natural transformations qg,h and vu are coherent; observe that we 
may apply the coherence theorem for P [20, III, 4.21. Thus we have obtained 
an object Dp of igr. 
Consider now for U E T the homomorphism zzi : ‘L[(U) + a p(U) as defined 
in Sub-section 1.,2. For each T-morphism g: V --f U there is a natural transfor- 
mation *rg: g*z,-+ zVg* whose P-component for P E 2l(U) is defined to be 
the obvious composition 
g*Pe,l) 11 -g*(p) g*Pl,l)“~l + g”(P) e,14 a 
This provides us with a ~g’-morphism I: ‘ZI -+ ID,. Furthermore we have a TgT- 
morphism 8: Dp+ S defined by B(PI,) = s; 8 possesses a section 
in the category 7 with ug(s) = A( g*) I,, for all s E S(v) and U E T. 
Recall that we have defined in Section 1.2 the morphisms 
yp,x: x A kr(P) + W”> A x, s = e,(x), 
for UE T, P E VI(U), and X E 9 p(U); by [20] we know that these are 
compatible with base change, i.e., for a T-morphism g: V+ U the following 
diagram must be commutative: 
g*(xz,P) = g*(z,(P”)x)-4,g*z,(Ps) g*x* zvg*(P”)g*x 
t 
I I 
L(W)Al (18) 
g*m g*bm -g*(x) zvg”(P) q ) zy(g*(Py)g*x. 
We now define an extension of S by ‘3 in jgT to be a Picard pseudofunctor 
3: Top --f Cat, together with Tg’-morphisms 
such that: (a) 8 posseses a section in f, i.e., there exists a ?-morphism 
4: S + 3 with B o 4 = id,, (b) for each U E T the sequence 
a(u) 2 D(U) 2 S(U) 
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is an extension of S(U) by a(U) and the associated morphisms gp,X are 
compatible with base change, i.e., they make the diagrams (18) ~ommutative~ 
The extensions of S by % form a category &%‘(S, 2I), where a morpb~sm 
(r, Y): ‘.E + %3 consists of a @-morphism F a + 
v: F 0 I%+ 1, of the category Tgr(21, F3) such that each 
is a morphism in &t(S(U), VI(U)). 
We can now consider the functor 
-z3(S, zl) --t &t(S, %), P tr P)p: 
which maps a: P + 0 to (r, v): !Dp -+ 3, with Ta and v,., defined as in Sub 
section 1.2 and with u,’ = id; note that the corresponding diagrams must 
commute by [20, III, 4.31. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For each extension VI+” a +’ % of S by % in fgr 
there exists a 3-cocycle P E X3((s, VI) and a morphim (r, v): 
i%,t(S, %). 
ProoJ By assumption there exists a T-morphism 4: S + with 
19 0 d = id,. Consider the objects I, = dX(s) for s E S(U) and U E T. For 
s, t E S(U) choose P,(s: t) = P,,, E a(U) and a ‘D(U)-morphism 
Using for a g: V+ U of T the morphisms Q&S): g*bJs)-+ by(s’) for 
s E S(U), we obtain unique ‘U(V)-morphisms 
making the diagram 
commutative. By a routine verification one sees that this defines a T- 
morphism P: S X S-+ 8. Consider now the ‘U(U)-morphisms qs,t,r for 
s, t, r E S(U) defined as in the proof of Proposition 1.7. They form a 
morphism 
of the category T(S3, ‘3) as can be seen by an elementary but tedious 
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verification. Thus we have an object P = (P, q) of Z3(S, VI). We get a jgr- 
morphism 
by defining r, for UE T as in the proof of Proposition 1.7 and by setting 
11 ,‘(Ql,) equal to the composition 
for all Q E ‘S(U), s E S(U). It remains to be shown that there exists a 
suitable morphism V: zp+ z, in the category ?gr((U, a). First observe that we 
may put 
and take tig : g*(+(l)) + by(l) equal to I(g*): g*(I,C,,)+lrxv, for each T- 
morphism g: V+ U. Now choose P,(s, 1) = PU( 1, s) = 1%(U) and let pi ,s and 
hS,i be the obvious morphisms. Then the canonical morphisms 
form indeed the desired v: r A I~--+ 1%. Q.E.D. 
The following is an easy extension of Lemma 1.7, and the details of the 
proof are left to the reader; x: 66+1 denotes the natural morphism 
constructed from the CZ,,~ : d,dj + dj+ r d, for the sequence (15). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let P E ‘i(S”, VI) and p = P A (S(Q),x,) with Q E ?(S, ?I). 
Then there exists a morphism (r, v): a,+ BP in k?xt(S, ‘3). 
One sees easily using Lemma 1.4 that the relation “9 - 23 if and only if 
there is an &t(S, ‘%)-morphism YIJ + 23” is an equivalence relation on the set 
of objects of &%t(S, ?I) and we write Ext(S, VI) for the set of equivalence 
classes. 
THEOREM 2.5. The functor Z’(S, VI) + k%t(S, U), P i--t B,,, induces a 
bijection H3(S, VI) z Ext(S, 3). 
ProoJ: It remains to show the injectivity; thus consider a morphism 
(r, v): 3 p + a p in Z%t(S, ‘?I) 
with P, P E -Z’(S, ‘3). Define Q,(s) E a(U) by r&) = Q,(S) I, with 
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1; =191Cu$s for all s E S(U) and UE T. For a g: V+ U of I define B(v)‘>- 
morphisms 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
From the compatibility of LL’ with q it follows immediately that the maps 
Q,: S(U) --f ‘u(U) together with the morphisms a,” form an object of i(S, “u). 
Finally, it is not difficult to show that the morphisms 
of the proof of Theorem 1.9 form now a i(S”, 
a: P --f F A (S(Q), xa). 
In the following we will study two typical situations which give rise to S- 
module structures in the above sense. The second one can be regarded as a 
generalisation of the example of Section 2.2. We also note that the group 
PicG(X) considered in [14] is of the form 2,) with Tp, defined in 
Section 2.7, and that the exact sequence of op. I.31 is isomorphic to 
the beginning of the corresponding long exact c mology sequence. 
2.6. The S-Module ~Sors, 
Suppose that T is the category of sheaves over a site w ich we suppose to 
be T for simplicity (this is without restriction since the sheaves on T are 
representable [ 1, IV, 1.21). Let S be a group in T and consider a left S- 
module GET. We want to define an $-module G-s, E Tab whose 
cohomology groups N”(S, i%rsG) coincide with those defined in [22]. 
For U E T let !%brs,( U) be the category of G-torsors over U (Le., principal 
homogeneous spaces P over U whose structure map B-1 U is an 
epimorphism). This is a symmetric Picard category relative to the torsor 
product, and any T-morphism g: V-t U induces the base change 
homomorphism 
g”: f%rs,(U) + f%rs’s,( 
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Moreover, for a composition W-th Vjg U in T there are canonical transfor- 
mations 
~g,h:(Px~V)X,W+PX,W and q,:Px”u*P. 
It is easy to see that this defines an abelian Picard pseudofunctor 
f%rs, E Tab. Since S acts on G we have a homomorphism p: S-+&t(G) 
whose components 
pu : S(U) --t Aut,(G x U), UE T, 
are defined by p,(s)(g, u) = (s, . g, u) for all (g, u) E (G X U)(V), where 
s, = S(u)(s) = s o u E S(V) = T(V, S) for V E T. Define for each U E T the 
functor 
l2, : T(U, S) x h-s,(U) -+ &rsG(U), (s, P) b P”, 
by setting Ps equal to P as an object over U endowed with the new G x U- 
operation 
g *P = Puw’(g)P? (m> E (G x u) x2. 
Note that this coincides with (3) in [22]; for a morphism a: P+ Q in 
E&-s,(U) let 01’ = a. Then for each T-morphism g: V+ U the following 
diagram commutes: 
T(U, S) x %brs,(U) 2 f%rs,(U) 
g* xg* 
I I 
g* 
T(V, S) x t%rs,#‘) -f% &rs,#) . 
Hence we get a ?-morphism 0: S X &rs, --f @%rs, by taking CZ,” = id. 
Furthermore, for P, Q E &xsG(U) there is a canonical isomorphism 
t(s): (P A Q)s -+ Ps A Q’, and obviously P’ = P and (P’)” = Psr holds for all 
s,tES(U), UET. 
Thus we have defined an S-module &rs, E fab; the cohomology groups 
H”(S, 6x-s,) may be defined by the complex 
0 + t%rs,(e) 2 &m,(S) 3 f%rs,(S2) e.a 
of Subsection 2.4. However, this complex is actually equal to that 
considered in [22] both defining then the same cohomology groups. 
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2.1. The S-Module 2, 
We further suppose that S and G are groups in the category T of sheaves 
over a site and that G is abelian. Consider now an object A E T on which S 
operates from the right. This means we have an (anti-) homomorphism 
p: S --f Au@) whose components 
pU : S(U) + Au&,@ x hi), UE T, 
are defined by pJs)(a, U) = (a . s,, u) for all s E S(U) and (o, u) E A X U 
Consider the abelian Picard pseudofunctor 
where g’k for g: V+ U in T is defined by base change with idA x g: 
A X U+ A x V; the corresponding morphisms vu and qg,h are defined by 
those of E%brs,. Now the operation of S on A induces the following S-module 
structure 
a:sx2,-cE,. 
For fixed s E S(U) and U E T let .QJs, -) be the base change 
homomorphism by pU(s); thus 
PS=PXs(A x U), s = P&>, P E Z,(U). 
For a T-morphism g: V+ U we can define wg : g*92,+ 92, g* as in Sub- 
section 2.2 by 
w&s, -> = r(id, x g, g*(s)>-’ 0 q(s, idA x g), s E S(U). 
Finally we take r: (P’)S + Pst and [: P’ + P to be y(t, s) and qA Xs, respec- 
tively (here we mean the q’s of &rs,), and this completes the definition of 
the S-module 2,. 
In this case there is a very easy definition of the cohomology groups 
H”(S, 2,). Namely, consider for n 2 0 the T-morphisms 
6,:A x sn+1 -+A x S”, OiilEi 1, 
defined by di = idA x di for i 2 1 and 6, (a, s r ,..., s,, + 1) = (as 1 , sz 9 .. . . s, + 1) for 
(a,si,...,s,+,)EA XS”+‘. Then 
sjo 6i=6io djjil, i 5J~ 
Applying the pseudofunctor &rs, . Top --f @at we get homomorphisms 
sp : E-h-+(A x S”) + i?%rs,(A x sn+ ‘)- 
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Moreover, we have natural transformations 
c(i,j: S,? 0 (j,? -+ l.y, , 3 S,?) isj, 
defined by a,,j = ~(8~: Sj+ ,) ’ o q(Sj, Si). Thus we have a sequence 
0 + &s,;(A) 2 smG(A x S) 3 %rs(-(A x S2) . . . (19) 
which is quite similar to the sequence of Section 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The cohomology groups of the sequence (19) coincide 
with the cohomology groups H”(S, 2,) of the S-module Tn. 
Proof. The above sequence differs from that of Section 2.4 only by the 
homomorphisms d, and S,* ; explicitly, we have for P E 6rs,(A x S”) 
d”(P) = (P XidXd,,(A X S”+‘)) Xo(nl) (A XS”+‘),G$(P)=PXs,(A x&Y-‘) 
with 71, : S”-’ + S the first projection. But p(~,): A x S” * i -+ A x S”’ ’ maps 
an (a, s, ,..., s,,- ,) to (as,, s, ,..., s, + ,), and therefore 
6, = (id,, x 4) 3 P(x,) 
as morphisms from A x S”” to A x S”. Thus we may define 
Y(, = didA x d,,,p(n,)): d,,(P) + W’) 
and by setting yi = id: di+ 8F for i 2 1 we obtain an equivalence from the 
sequence of Subsection 2.4 to the sequence (19) with Z,(S”) + 
Bbrs,(A x Sn) the identity functors. QED. 
In case A x S + A x A? (a, s) H (a, as), is an isomorphism a well known 
method [ 13,111.2.6] gives still another access to the groups H”(S, ‘I,,). For 
this consider the T-morphisms 
pi: A *’ ’ +A”, Ili_<n+l, - 
Defind by ~,(a, ,..., a, r ,) = (Us,..., U, , ,), pi(U, 3 .. . . u,- ,) = (u, ,..., ai. , 3 
a, + , ,..., a, 1 ,)? and p, , ,(a, ,..., a,, , i) = (a, ,.... a,). They satisfy 
Pj”Pi=Pi”Pj+I~ i 5j. 
Applying i”“orsG : Top --t Cut yields the sequence 
O+ Fix-s,(A)= 5x-s,(A’) 3 Ebrs,;(A”) ... (20) 
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with homomorphisms p,? and natural tran$for~atio~§ 
ai,j= V(Pi3Pj+l)-1 ’ V(Pj3Pih i <j. 
PRQPOS~ON 2.7. If A x S --$ A x A, (a, s) tt (a, as), is an isQ~~~~~i~~, 
then the sequences (20) and (19) are equivalent. 
ROOF. The equivalence is induced by the isomorphisms A X 5”’ + Ant ’ 
which map (a, s1 ?..., sJ to (a, as,,..., as,a, .-. s,,); the easy details are left to 
the reader. 
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